Blooms & Bees 5/31-6/3
Begin our summer by going back to our roots…..literally! The campers will plant, tend to and sow the fruits of their
labors from this camp all summer long! From planting a garden full of edible fruits and vegetables to learning about
and beginning a composting procedure that will foster a more sustainable process at little house for food recycling!
We’ll learn about the benefits of Bees in our everyday world and try out the ‘fruits of a Bee’s labor’ in a variety of
flavors!

Minute to Win It 6/6-6/10
Silly games meant to make you laugh and start summer off with Fun, Fun, Fun! During this camp week campers will
be challenged to complete a number of silly, laugh-inducing team-building games! Beginning with the Cookie
Monster Challenge ...using only your face muscles to move a cookie from your forehead to your mouth! Followed
by the Cottonball Collection Challenge... where blindfolded each team must try to collect the most cotton balls
from the table!! Ending camp with the shamrock shake....Can you do it?!?! Join us to find out! This camp is full of
crazy games that are sure to create memories for every camper!
Silly Science : 6/13-6/17
The forms of science are vast…..the camp activities are varied and this week of fun will not disappoint!
Campers can learn to build super simple machines and code our bee bots around a dangerous maze of
whip cream! They will be creating chemical reactions, completing multistep gravitational studies,
making mountains and exploring earthquakes to experience these messy yet masterful phenomenon!
Silly science camp will entice the most un-enthusiastic scientist to throw on a lab coat & join the fun!

Passport to FUN 6/20-7/1 (2 weeks)
Travel the world with us this summer during Passport to Fun!! Each camper will experience the culture of 6
different countries through testing out some traditional food and experiencing a few of the cultural
tradition! Campers will grab their passports and transport themselves to alternate locations to explore the
sites and sounds while visiting a fe iconic locations! Join us for a trip to the expansive fiords in Iceland, hop
on as we travel the dry and sun-drenched desserts of Namibia and the gorgeous coasts of Greece. Passport
to fun will bring these places to life and feel like a Trip across the world in a day!

Survival 7/5-7/8
Know how to build a temporary shelter? Start a fire? Read a compass?? We’ll spend the
week learning skills and strategies to assist us in any serious survival situation! Practice
hooking a worm to catch our own ‘dinner’ and how to prepare for meeting a bear in the
wild. Learn to identify local plants with healing or harmful properties along with basic first
aid! LH Survival Camp is sure to be a camp to remember!

Enroll Today: 724-776-5583
Littlehouselearningcenter.com

Cupcake Competition 7/11-7/15
Challenge your inner baker in this week full of delicious treats and super yummy sweets! Baking, creating,
decorating and competing to WIN! Who can make the most delicious cupcake? Can you incorporate fruits
AND vegetables into your dessert? Your baker will be challenged to make sweets with mystery ingredients
and even from scratch!! Maybe baking isn’t your specialty but decorating is! From sprinkles to fondant,
icing to crushed candy, you decide the most eye-catching design to make your cupcakes one-of-a-kind!
Bring your apron and be prepared to get floury!!

Splashtopia 7/18-7/22
Let’s team up for the messiest, dirtiest, splashiest week yet! Come prepared to glop, sift,
sort, slop, ooze and goo your way through this sensory week of fun! If its slimy, we’ll handle
it….it is goopey, we’ll play in it ….is it stinky, be prepared to take a whiff! We’ll play in jell-o,
We’ll climb over the ever-climbing ‘elephant toothpaste’! Yuckiest -camp -yet!

Investigation Stations: 7/25-7/29
From Clue Camp fun to CSI discoveries, Investigation Station will have you
thinking, and guessing until the very end! Who dunnit? Where were they? and
with what?!? Our investigators must show up ready to discover clues, collect
evident and determine a culprit! Teaming up with their camp counterparts, the
investigations will take them all over our school to find out who did it......or
discover the crime.....or even escape the dreaded ‘escape room’! Investigation
Stations will challenge all our campers imagination!!
Cooking Crew 8/1-8/5
Become a sweet baker in this cooking camp of savory foods and sweet treats! Everything from
brownies to cookies from pizza to cheesy bread will be covered with our cooking crew. Campers
will be able to master chocolate tempering and brownie building as well as hone techniques NEW
to even the experienced chef! Join us for a baking challenge of epic proportions as our campers
bake delicious breads, formulate fantastic feasts!

Sportastic Camp- 8/8-8/12
Balls and bats, goals and sticks, this camp week will encourage the dexterity and hand
eye coordination of each camper in a multitude of sports! From lacrosse to hockey,
soccer to bowling….The campers will be throwing, running, hitting and jumping their
way through this week on the GO! Add in exciting team building games like whole
camp kickball and a corn hole tournament this camp is a homerun!
Last Hoorah: 8/15-8/19
The best of the best from our entire summer will be re-created this week!
From nerf fun to card playing, from cupcake making, to slime sliding, the
campers will end the summer with all their favorites from 2022 Camp in an
ALL OUT Party!! Food, Messy fun and memories to bring it all
together….join us to end Summer 2022 with a BANG!

